In this paper, we shall develop a sequence of limit tests for the convergence and divergence of infinite series of positive terms which is similar in form to the De Morgan and Bertrand sequence but involves the ratio of two successive values of the test ratio rather than the test ratio itself. The proof will be based on the following integral test by R. W. Brink: 
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and if R(x) is a function such that R(n) =R nj and such that R(x) *zR(x') when x' >x, a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the series ^n°LoWn is the convergence of the integral
I exp S--I I log R(x) dxdx> c
Since a finite number of terms does not affect convergence or divergence, the conditions of Theorem VI need hold only for n greater than some fixed number v, in which case zero is to be replaced by v as a lower limit of integration.
The foregoing theorem admits a generalization similar to that given by C. T. Rajagopal 3 in the case of another theorem of Brink's. 4 However, Brink's Theorem VI is sufficient for the purposes of the present paper.
LEMMA. Let \u n \ and \uù } be sequences of positive terms with ratios r n =u n+ i/u n , R n = r n +i/ r n, rû =Un + i/un , and Rn =^+iA«» such that \\m n ^oo r n = lim nH>00 r n ' = 1. 
It follows that
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where now /i = log #, and so on. Then (4) can be written
(b) If a k <l, let OE2 be a positive number such that a k <0L2^\. Proceeding as in (a), we can show that for n greater than a suitably chosen number N 2 ,
Consider the series 00 / n-l °° \ 
where K is constant. This integral, and hence the series ^*=^»;a» converges for a > 1 and diverges for a ^ 1. We now apply the lemma to the series]j^Uw w and XX^«;«-In case (a), we set a==ai in series (7). 22r=^w;a, converges since cei>l. From (5), we have i£ n >exp {Mk(n, ai)} =R n , n^v. The conditions of part 1 of the lemma are satisfied, and hence53£ = "w n converges.
In case (b), we set a = a 2 in series (7). 22 "="#".«, diverges, and from (6),
Hence XX=^n diverges by part 2 of the lemma.
The tests of Theorem 1 apply to series for which an explicit expression for R n is known. The general term of such a series has the form u n =Y[l=lY\l=M m )-Example 1. Consider the series 2^3^, where
We have r w =exp { -2m-n0(w)} ; lim^,» r n = 1 since ]C£-a0(w) converges for all values of a and fi;R n = exp {0 (n)} ; log R n =<t> ( n ) • We apply the first test of Theorem 1, a + 0 log (^2) lim w 2 log R n -lim = 0. w->oo w ->oo log (w 2 )
Thus the series converges for 0>1 and diverges for 0<1, regardless of the value of a. For the case j3 = l, we apply the second test, fa + log O 2 ) "1 a lim log n(w 2 log R n -\) -lim log ^ 1 = -> w->oo n _>oo L log (n 2 ) J 2 and the series converges for 0 = 1, ce>2, and diverges for 0 = 1, a<2. For the case 0 = 1, a = 2, we go on to the third limit test, lim log log n [log n(n 2 log R n -1) -1 ] = 0, n->oo and the series diverges.
where K' is a constant. Since ft > 1, the latter integral converges, and hence the series ^* = "w n " converges. From (8),
Hence if v is sufficiently large so that M k (y, ft)<l,
R n >Rn', and the series23»""w n of our theorem converges by part 1 of the lemma. In case (b), set a = ft in series (7), and take v = N£ and sufficiently large so that \RJ[ -1| <1 for n^v. X^^nj/fy diverges since ft = l. From (9), we have
R n <Rn , and hence the series X)»-^* diverges by part 2 of the lemma. Example 2. Consider the series ^n« 3 #», u n = IIfc=2lIm=fc(l -<x/tnP), (a>0, j8>l). Here m ==n \ mP/ 1 -t y R n -1 -a/nP nPLimn^oo r n -1, since H^aCl -a/m^) converges. Applying the first test of Theorem 2, we find lim n 2 {R n -1) = lim n 2 -n-*oo w-+oo w -a n$ -Thus the series converges when 1 <f3<2 and diverges when |3>2. If ]8 = 2, the series converges for a > 1 and diverges for a < 1. If /5 = 2 and a = 1, we apply the second test of the sequence, lim log n [n 2 (R n -1) -1 ] = lim log n n 2 1=0, n->oo w->oo L ™ -1 J and hence the series diverges.
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